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Disclaimer

The purpose of this whitepaper is to present Splinter Token and the SPLT token
to potential token holders in connection with the proposed ICO. None of the
information contained below imply any sort of contractual relationship. The sole
purpose of this document is to provide relevant information to potential token
holders so that they may decide if they want to analyze the company further, with
the intent of eventually acquiring SPLT tokens.

Nothing in this whitepaper shall be deemed to constitute a prospectus of any
sort or a solicitation for investment, nor does it in any way pertain to an offering
or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities in any jurisdiction. This
document is not composed in accordance with, and is not subject to, laws or
regulations of any jurisdiction, which are designed to protect investors. 

The product token is not a digital currency, security, commodity, or any other kind
of financial instrument and has not been registered under the Securities Act, the
securities laws of any state of the United States or the securities laws of any
other country, including the securities laws of any jurisdiction in which a potential
token holder is a resident.

SPLT tokens cannot be used for any purposes other than as provided in this
whitepaper, including but not limited to, any investment, speculative or other
financial purposes. 

SPLT token confers no other rights in any form, including but not limited to any
ownership, distribution (including, but not limited to, profit), redemption,
liquidation, property (including all forms of intellectual property), or other
financial or legal rights, other than those specifically set forth below. Certain
statements, estimates and financial information contained herein constitute
forward-looking statements or information. Such forward-looking statements or
information involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties, which may
cause actual events or results to differ materially from the estimates or the
results implied or expressed in such forward-looking statements.
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Product

Holding SPLT tokens allow you to interact with the Splinter Token protocol atop

as the Splinter Token protocol is developed.

Technical Specifications

Protocol Name: Splinter Token
Symbol: SPLT
Contract Address:
Decimals: 18

Background

About blockchain technology

enabling users to transact without an intermediary and benefit from faster and 
cheaper transactions. Smart contracts create tamper-resistant transactions for 
greater security.

The SPLT token is an ERC20 standard BEP20 token.

of the BSC blockchain. The benefits of these interactions will be revealed

SPLT ICO is conducted by Splinter Token. The offering will be open to the public

globally.

Initial Supply: 300 000 000
Token Price At Issue: 150000 for 1 BNB

0x087707e1aFaC7e254338854be5957467c97C900b

Blockchain makes it possible to run a decentralised peer-to-peer platform,

https://etherscan.io/address/0x00000000000000000000000000000000
https://bscscan.com/address/0x087707e1aFaC7e254338854be5957467c97C900b


protocol to run on due to several benefits:
  1. Network effect and strong ecosystem.
  2. Multiple good scaling roadmaps.
  3. Easy integration with third-party smart contracts and applications.
  4. ERC20 token standard and easy integration with wallets and exchanges

About Splinter Token
SPLT - Revolutionizing the digital landscape, this community-driven token is
dedicated to empowering holders in reaching their financial aspirations.

Contact

Email: splintertoken@proton.me
Website: https://splintertoken.io

The BSC main chain was chosen as the preferred chain for the dock.io

Twitter:
YouTube:

https://twitter.com/splinter_token
 https://youtube.com/@SplinterToken
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